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Chinese Literature (Bj, esp. short stories, quarterly)................................1721.254 G
Chinese Literature for the 1980s, Howard Goldblatt, ed........................NX583.A1C4524 G
Dai Houying, Stones of the Wall (humanist novel) **............................PL2908.N4P521387 G&W
Dai Qing, Wang Shiwei & "Wild Lilies"...1942-44.....................................JQ1519.A5T16213'93
Dai Qing, Yangtze! Yangtze!.................................................................‘94
Denton, Kirk, Problematic Self in...Literature: Hu Feng........................SUP‘98
Duke, Michael S., Blooming and Contending.........................................PL2303.D84'85 G
Duke, Michael S., Contemporary Chinese Literature..............................PL2658.E1C66'85 G
Duoduuo, Looking Out from Death: CR to Tiananmen ‘89......................PL3277.E3T67 G
Feng Jiemi, Chrysanthemums and Other Stories......................................PL2857.E516A23'85 G
From May 4th to June 4th: Fiction & Film, Ellen Widmer, ed................‘93
Goldman, Merle S., Literary Dissent in Communist China *..................17247.399 F&G
He Yuhuai, Cycles of Repression & Relaxation: Politico-Literary............‘92
Jenner, W.J.F., Fragrant Weeds................................................................PL2658.E8F72 G
Kraus, Richard, Contemporary Chinese Culture.....................................‘92? Westview
Lang Defang+, tr S. Johnstone, Comic Sketches (xiangsheng)................PN6222.C5.C65 ‘90 G
Lao She, Camel Xiangzi (also known as Rickshaw Boy).........................PL2804.C5L613'81 G
Lao She, Teahouse ....................................................................................
Leung, Laifong Morning Sun: Interviews w/ Post-Mao Writers................PL2277.L45'94
Link, Perry, Roses and Thorns: The Second Blooming of the Hundred Flowers in Chinese Fiction, 1979-80..........................................................PL2658.E8R6'84 G
Literature of the People’s Republic of China, Kai-yu Hsü, ed..................
Liu Binyan, People or Monsters? (and other stories).............................PL2879.P5A26'83 F&G
Liu Xinwu, et al., Prize Winning Stories From China, 1978-79; also see Prize Winning Stories
From China, 1980-81 ............................................................................PL2658.E8P74 G
Lord, Bette Bao, Legacies: A Chinese Mosaic..........................................FawcettColumbine‘90
The Lost Boat: Avant-Garde Fiction, Henry Zhao, ed..............................'93
Louie, Kam, Between Fact and Fiction: Post-Mao Literature ‘91..............PL2443.L68 G
Lu Wenfu, A World of Dreams (1986 collection of novellas).....................PL2880.U9A2 '86 G
Lu Xun and His Legacy, Leo Ou-fan Lee, ed............................................PL2754.S5.Z7567 '85 G
Lu Xun, Selected Works .............................................................................2081.67.1954 G
Lu Xun, Wandering .................................................................PL2754.S5P3613 G
Mair, Victor, Anthologizing & Anthropologizing...Nonelite Literary Tradition..............(Durham NC)
Mao Dun, Midnight ..............................................................PL2801.N2T913 '79 G
Martin, Helmut+, Modern Chinese Writers: Self-Portrayals.................................PL2277.M6592
Martin, Helmut, Modern Chinese Writers: Self-Portrayals.....................................'92
McDougall, Bonnie S., Mao Zedong’s Talks at the Ya’an Forum.........................NX583.A1M3634
Min, Anchee, Red Azelia ..................................................................Pantheon,DS778.7.M6594
Mo Yan, The Garlic Ballads ..........................................................Viking'95
The New Realism: Writings after the C.R.*, Yee Lee, ed...........................................
Oxnam, Robert, Cinnabar: A Novel of China .....................................................PS3565.x36C5590
Pickowicz, Paul, Marxist Literary Thought in China: Ch’u Ch’iu-pai........................PL2755.C5Z77 G
"Return from Silence...Rev’y Writers" video; EAS has copy?........................BF1045.N4R64
Recent Fiction...1987-88: Stories & Novellas, Xu LONG, ed.............................PL2658.E8R491
The Red Azalea: Poetry since the CR, Edward Morin, ed..........................PL2658.E3R3390 G
Respite from Politics Jeffery Kinkley, ed...........................................................
Rico Zhijuan, et al., Seven Contemporary Chinese Women Writers...............PL2515.S4482 G
Science Fiction from China Wu Dingbo & Patrick Murphy, ed. *........................PL2658.E8S3689 G
Siu, Helen F., Furrows: Peasants, Intellectuals & the State: Stories..................PL2653.F8790 G
Stubborn Weeds: Popular and Controversial Literature after the Cultural Revolution, Perry Link, ed.................................PL2658.E1S7883 G
Su Tong, Rice ..........................................................WmMorrow'95
Tai, Jeanne, ed. Spring Bamboo: Contemporary Short Stories...........................PL2658.E8N5689 F&G
The Literature of the Hundred Flowers, Hualing Nieh, ed................................PL2303.L55 G
The Wounded: New Stories of the Cultural Revolution, Xinhua Lu, ed................
Tsao Yu, Sunrise ..........................................................PL2815.A8J51378 G
Two Writers and the CR: Lao She and Chen Jo-hsi, George Kao, ed...........PL2804.C5Z92 G
Under-Sky Underground...Writing, Henry Zhao+, ed...................................'94
Unofficial China: Popular Culture and Thought in the People’s Republic, Perry Link+, edPol
329.Res
Voices of the Song Lyric, Pauline Yu, ed..................................................PL2336.V6594
Wagner, Rudolf, Contemporary Chinese Historical Drama..................................PL2393.W3490 G
Wagner, Rudolf, Inside a Service Trade: Contemporary Prose ........................PL2919.M39P8513'89
Wang Jing, High Culture Fever: Politics, Aesthetics & Ideology in Deng’s China..........UC'96
Wang Meng, Bolshevik Salute ..................................................................PL2919.M39P8513 '89 G
Wang Meng, Selected Works I: The Strain of Meeting ’89................................PL2919.M39A6*V1 G
Wang Meng, Selected Works II: Snowball, ’89 .....................................................PL2919.M39A6*V2 G
Wang Meng, The Butterfly ..........................................................PL2919.M39A283 G
Wang Ruowang, K. Rubin Hunger Trilogy (critique of waste) *................PL2919.J6C81391 G
Wang, Ben, Sublime Figure of History: Aesthetics & Politics..........................SUP'97
Wong, Ben-chi, Politics & Literature in Shanghai, ’30-36..........................PL1011.W6591
Worlds Apart...Writing & Audiences, Howard Goldblatt, ed.........................PL2303.W6790 G
Xia Hong, Selected Stories ...........................................................................
Yang Jiang, Six Chapters from a Life ..........................................................PL2922.C49.Z46813.1 G
Yang, Lian, *Masks & Crocodile: Contemporary Chinese Poet* ...........PL2922.L476M51390 G
Yang, Rae, *Spider Eaters* ............................................................ UCP97
Ying Bian, *The Time is Not Yet Ripe... [1980s] Stories* .................PL2658.E8.T55391 G
Zhang Xianliang, * Getting Used to Dying* ...................................PL2837.H76813911 G
Zhang Xianliang, *Grass Soup* .................................................... Secker94
Zhang, Yingjin, *The City in Modern Chinese Literature and Film* ....SUP96
Zheng Yi, *Old Well* (peasant disputes over water in 1980s) '89 .......PL2841.I15L3613 G
Zhou Erfu, *Morning in Shanghai* ................................................. PL2851.E75553 G

**LANGUAGE REFORM AND LINGUISTICS**

DeFrancis, John, *Nationalism and Language Reform in China* .................. PUP50
Jernudd, Bjorn+, *Chinese Language Planning* .................................. IntJUSocLang'86
Language and Linguistics in the PRC, Winfred P. Lehmann, ed. ...........
Ramsey, S. Robert, *The Languages of China* *.................. PL1071.R34'87 F&G
Seybolt, Peter+, *Language Reform in China* .................................. Sharpe79
Wu Jie, *System Dialects* ............................................................ BjFLP96

(Also look under the following category, on cinema and arts.)

**CINEMA, THEATER, OPERA**

(Check EAS Dept. office to order films; or "New Yorker Films," 212-247-6110.)

Brecht and East Asian Theatre, Antony Tatlow & T.W. Wong, ed. ............'82
Brecht in Asia and Africa, John Fuegi+, ed. .................................... HKU '89
China Screen (Beijing: quarterly pictorial w/ features) ....................... PN1993.5.C4C459 G
Chinese Drama 1979-89, Yu Shiao-ling, ed ...Mellen'96
Chinese Film Theory: New Era, George Semsel+, ed. .......................... PN1993.5.C4C44390 T
Chow, Rey, *Primitive Passions: Visuality, Sexuality...Cinema* .......... Columbia95
Clark, Paul, *Chinese Cinema: Culture & Politics since '49* .................. PN1993.5.C4C58 I '87
Hare, David, *Fanshen* (dramatization of W. Hinton's book) ................
Howard, Roger, *Contemporary Chinese Theatre* ............................... PN2874.H63 G
Leyda, Jay, "Dianying" *Electric Shadows: Films and Audience in China* ....30109.584.2 T
Marion, Donald, *The Chinese Filmography, 1948-95* .......................McFarland97
McDougall, Bonnie, *The Yellow Earth...by Chen Kaige* ...................... PN1997.H7953M33'91
Modern Drama from Communist China '70, Walter Meserve, ed ..................2080.637 G
Oxford Anthology of Contemporary Chinese Drama, M. Cheung+, ed ........OUP97
Performing Arts in Contemp. China, Colin Mackerras, ed ..................... PN2871.C534'83 F&G
The Red Pear Garden: 3 Great Dramas '73, John Mitchell, ed ............... PL2658.E5M5 G
Su Xiaokang+, *Deathsong of the River...Reader's Guide* ....................... DS721.S7941391
Transitional Chinese Cinemas, Sheldon Lu, ed. ..................................Hawai'i97
Tung, Constantine, & Colin Mackerras, *Drama in the PRC* .................... PN2874.D787 G
20th C. Chinese Drama: An Anthology, Edward M. Gunn, ed ..................PL2658.E5T88'83 G
Wagner, Rudolf, *The Contemporary Chinese Historical Drama* ................PL2393.W34'90 G
ART & MUSIC

Chang, Arnold, *Painting in the PRC: The Politics of Style* .................................................. ND1045.C37
Chang, K.C., *Art, Myth, & Ritual: Path to Authority in Ancient China* .......................... DS741.65.C53'83
China Social Culture Editing & Publishing Committee, *The Best in Modern Chinese Folk Painting* 90 (For. Lang.Pr.) .............................................................. HKOUP'93
Croizier, Ralph, *Art & Revolution in China, Lingnan, 1910-51* ............................. ND1043.53.L55C7
Edwards, Richard, *World Around the Chinese Artist...Realism* ............................. ND2243.C6E38'89
Holm, David, *Art and Ideology in Revolutionary China* ............................................ HX523.h63'90
Hua Junwu, *Cartoons from Contemporary China* .............................. NC1696.C37 G
Kraus, Richard, *Beyond the Open Door: Paintings* ................................................ PacificAsiaMus'87
Moss, Hugh, *Some Recent Dev'ts in 20th C. Ch. Painting* ........................................... '82
Powers, Martin, *Art and Political Expression in Early China* ........................................ NB1880.C6P68'91 SA
Qi Baishi, *Likeness & Unlikeness: Selected Paintings* .................................................. Bj, '90
Scott, A.C., *Literature & the Arts in Twentieth Century China* ................................ 17241.193.845 F&G
Silbergeld, Jerome+, *Contractions-Painter Li Huasheng* .......................................... UWash, '93
Strassberg, Richard+, *Beyond the Open Door: Paintings* ................................................ PacificAsiaMus'87
Sullivan, Michael, *Art and Artists in 20th C. China* ........................................................ UC'96

Twentieth Century Chinese Painting, Mayching Kao, ed .......................................................... ND1045.T86'88q
Wu Guanzhong [painter], *Painting from the Heart* ................................................ Chengdu, '90
Yang, Belle, *Baba...Return to China* (of US painter) ............................................. '94
Ying Wanzu, *Satire and Humor: Selected Chinese Cartoons* .................................................. UC'96

MUSIC (instrumental & vocal — but for opera, see the "Theater" list above)

CHIME: *Journal...for Chinese Music Research* fax (31)71-123183 ............................................ ML3502.C6J66'92
Jones, Andrew F., *Like a Knife: Ideology and Genre in Contemporary Chinese Popular Music* * .............................................................. ML3502.C6J66'92
Jones, Stephen, *Folk Music of China: Living Instrumental Traditions* ..................... OUP'95
Kouwenhoven, Frank, (anything you can find him — articles) ...........................................
Kraus, Richard, *Pianos and Politics in China: Middle-Class Ambitions and Struggle over Western Music* .......................................................... ML336.5.K72'89
Mittler, Barbara, *Chinese New Music as a Political Language* ........................................ Indiana'96

*M* Music from China Newsletter ................................................................. 170 Park Row, 12D, NYC 10038

MEDIA & COMMUNICATIONS

Barone Center, *Turmoil at Tiananmen...U.S. Press Coverage* ........................................ '92
Berlin, Michael+ ed, *Tiananmen Two Years Later: American Media* ..............................
Bishop, Robert L., *Qi Lai! Mobilizing...Communications* ............................................. P92.C5B57'89
Chang Won Ho, *Mass Media in China* (Iowa State '89) .................................................. P92.C5C48'89

*China Reporting: Journalism, 1930s/40s*, Stephen MacKinnon, ed ............... DS777.533.P82U65'87
Aijmer, Göran, *Leadership on the China Coast* (mostly HK)..........................DS796.H757L43'84
Breslin, Shaun, *China in the 1980s: Centre-Provincial Relations*.............. '96
Cadario, Paul, *A Chinese Province as a Reform...Hainan*......................HG5782C33'92
Center for Chinese Studies, *Yearbooks of the PRC...11 Major Research Libraries* ......UCB, '91
*China Deconstructs* (NE, E, Fujian, HK, Shandong, Xining, SW parts) **, David S.G.

  Goodman+, ed ...................................................................................... '94?

Domenach, Jean-Luc, *Origins of the Great Leap Forward: One Province* [Henan] **Westview'95
Economic and Social Development in S China, Stewart MacPherson, ed .............. Elgar'96
Faure, David+, *Down to Earth: Territorial Bond in S. China* ...................... Stanford'95
Feng Chongyi, *China’s Hainan Province: Development* .................................. UAustralia'95

*Fujian: Gateway to Taiwan*, Brian Hook, ed .............................................. OUP'96

*Geography of Contemporary China*, Terry Cannon+, ed......................... HC427.92.G46'90
Goodman, David, *Centre & Province...Sichuan & Guizhou 1955-65* .......... DS793.S8G66'86
Goodman, David, *China’s Provinces in Reform* ........................................... Routledge'97

*Guangdong...A Province Undergoing Rapid Change*, Y.M. Yeung, ed .......... CUHK'98

*Guangdong: “Open Door”*,...Toyojiro Maruya, ed ........................................ '92

*Guangdong: China’s Promised Land*, Brian Hook, ed ................................ OUP'96

*Hebei Province, Dahe Commune/Town: Data Sets & Codebook*, Louis Puterman, ed (eighteen economic & population diskettes ’80 & ’86)................................................. HN740.Z9C668'93

*Leeming, Frank, The Changing Geography of China* .............................. DS706.7.L44'93
Lyons, Thomas P., *Economic Geography of Fujian* (book & disks) * ............. CornellE.Asia'95
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title and Notes</th>
<th>Publisher/Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lyons, Thomas</td>
<td>Poverty &amp; Growth in a South China County</td>
<td>Ithaca'94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McMillen, Donald H.</td>
<td>Chinese Communist Power and Policy in Xinjiang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pro-Democracy Protests: From Provinces, Jonathan Unger, ed.</td>
<td>DS779.26.P76'91</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provincial Strategies of Economic Reform, Peter Cheung, ed.</td>
<td>Sharpe'98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheel, Kamal</td>
<td>Peasant Society &amp; Marxist Intellectuals '20-30s</td>
<td>HX420.K5547'89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Christopher</td>
<td>China: People &amp; Places</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solinger, Dorothy</td>
<td>Regional Government &amp; Integration in SW China, 1949-54*</td>
<td>Ithaca'94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suleski, Ronald</td>
<td>Modernization of Manchuria [to '30s]: Bibliography</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiewes, Frederick</td>
<td>Provincial Personnel in Mainland China, 1956-1966</td>
<td>75941.897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermeer, Eduard</td>
<td>Economic Dev't in Provincial China</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vogel, Ezra</td>
<td>Canton Under Communism</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitney, Joseph</td>
<td>China: Area, Administration, and Nation</td>
<td>1724.9695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Bank</td>
<td>Growth and Development in Gansu Province</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wou, Odoric</td>
<td>Mobilizing the Masses...Revolution in Henan</td>
<td>DS793.H5W6'94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wu Jie</td>
<td>System Dialects</td>
<td>BjFLP'96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yang Shunwu</td>
<td>Beyond Beijing: Liberalization and the Regions</td>
<td>Routledge'97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhuo Shunwu</td>
<td>China: Provincial Geography</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernhardt, Kathryn</td>
<td>Rents, Taxes, &amp; Peasant Resistance...Yangzi...</td>
<td>Stanford'92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese Local Elites (history), Joseph Esherick+</td>
<td>HN740.Z9E426'90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Etherington, Don, &amp; K. Forster</td>
<td>Green Gold: Political Economy of Post-1949 Tea</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forster, Keith</td>
<td>Rebellion and Factionalism in...Zhejiang 1966-76</td>
<td>DS793.C286F6'90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goodman, Bryna</td>
<td>Native Place, City...Identities in Shanghai...</td>
<td>UC'95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant, Joan</td>
<td>Worm-eaten Hinges: Shanghai, 1988-89</td>
<td>LA1133.7.G73'91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henriot, Christian</td>
<td>Shanghai, 1927-37</td>
<td>UC'93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hershatter, Gail</td>
<td>Dangerous Pleasures: Prostitution &amp; Modernity in...</td>
<td>UC'97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honig, Emily</td>
<td>Sisters and Strangers...Cotton...-1949</td>
<td>PR888.F45D86'91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huang, Philip C.</td>
<td>Peasant Family &amp; Rural Dev't, Yangzi Delta, 1350-1988</td>
<td>HN740.Y36H83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson, Linda Cooke</td>
<td>Shanghai...1074-1858</td>
<td>Stanford'95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li Cheng</td>
<td>Rediscovering China: Dynamics &amp; Dilemmas of Reform</td>
<td>Routledge'97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li Ling Lin</td>
<td>Privatization of Urban Land in Shanghai</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin, Brian</td>
<td>The Shanghai Green Gang</td>
<td>UC'96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meskill, John</td>
<td>Gentlemanly Interests &amp; Wealth...Yangtze</td>
<td>AAS'95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perry, Elizabeth, &amp; Li Xun</td>
<td>Proletarian Power: Shanghai in the CR</td>
<td>Westview'96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perry, Elizabeth</td>
<td>Shanghai on Strike</td>
<td>Stanford'93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanghai, Y.M. Yeung+</td>
<td></td>
<td>Stanford'95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanghai: Revolution &amp; Development, Christopher Howe, ed.</td>
<td>DS796.S257S4'85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanghai: Transformation &amp; Modernization...Open Policy, Y.M. Yeung, ed.</td>
<td>CUHK'96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tian Gang</td>
<td>Shanghai's Role in the Economic Dev't of China</td>
<td>Praeger'96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuan Chi-hsien</td>
<td>Wuxi City &amp; Wuxi County...Pilot Census</td>
<td>HA4638.W84T83'87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wakeman, Frederic</td>
<td>Policing Shanghai, 1927-37</td>
<td>UC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wasserstrom, Jeffrey</td>
<td>Student Protests in 20th C. China</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, Lynn</td>
<td>Careers in Shanghai (mostly 1950s)</td>
<td>HD5830.S45W4'5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, Lynn</td>
<td>Policies of Chaos (causes of the CR)</td>
<td>DS778.7.W47'89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, Lynn</td>
<td>Unstately Power: Local Causes of China's Economic Reforms</td>
<td>Sharpe'98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, Lynn</td>
<td>Unstately Power: Local Causes of China's Intellectual, Legal, and Governmental Reforms</td>
<td>Sharpe'99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SHANGHAI BOOKS (incl. delta; Lynn has another list of pre-1949 Shanghai books)
CITIES

(See also the preceding and following sections.)

Chan, Cecilia, *The Myth of Neighborhood Help...Guangzhou* ........................................................... '93

*China’s Coastal Cities* (geography) Yeung Y.M.+, ed................................................................. HC427.92.C4646792

*Chinese Cities: Growth Since 1949*, Victor Sit, ed ................................................................. '85


Clausen, Soren+, *The Making of a Chinese City: Harbin* ............................................................. Sharpe’95

Davis, Deborah+, *Urban Spaces in Contemporary China* .............................................. Camb’95

Gaubatz, Piper Rae, *Beyond the Great Wall: Urban Form on Frontiers* ........... Stanford’96


Kirkby, R.J.R., *Urbanization in China* ........................... HT147.C48K59’85b Archi


Kwok, Reginald Yin-wang (many books and articles on all aspects of Chinese cities) ..............


Schinz, Alfred, *Cities in China* .......................................................... HT147.C48.S34

Selya, Roger Mark, *Taipei* ........................................................... John Wiley’95

Shi Tianjian, *Political Participation in Beijing* ................................................................. HUP’97

Sit, Victor, *Beijing...Planning of a Chinese Capital* ............................................. Wiley’95

Stares, Stephen, *China’s Urban Transport Development* ........................................... World Bank’96

State Statistical Bureau, *China: Forty Years of Urban Development* ............. HK pub

State Statistical Bureau, with Wm. Liu, *China Urban Statistics ’88* .................. HT147.C48C4

Strand, David, *Rickshaw Beijing: City People & Politics, ’20s* ..................... DS795.3.S82’89

Terrill, Ross, *Flowers on an Iron Tree: 5 Cities* ............................................................... DS796.7.W47’89

Tolley, George, *Urban Housing Reform in China: Economic Analysis* ............... WorldBank’91

Tyson, James & Ann, *Chinese Awakenings: Life Stories* ........................................ World Bank’92

*Urban Development in China*, Laurence Ma+, ed........................................... HT147.C48U7 F&A


Vogel, Ezra, *Canton Under Communism*** .................................................. 1725.237.942

White, Lynn T., *Careers in Shanghai* .......................................................... HD5830.S45W45

White, Lynn T., *Policies of Chaos [Shanghai]* .................................................. DS778.7.W47’89

Whyte, Martin K., & Wm. Parish, *Urban Life in Contemporary China*** ........................ HT147.C48W59’84A

World Bank, *China: Implementation of Options for Urban Housing* ................. ’92

Yusuf, Shahid, *Dynamics of Urban Growth in 3 Chinese Cities* ......................... OUP’97

Zhang, Yingjin, *The City in Modern Chinese Literature and Film* ................... SUP’96

Zweig, David, *Institutional Constraints, Path Dependence: Comparing Nantong and Zhangjiagang* ................................. HKUST’97

WELFARE, INCOMES

(See also "Medicine & Aging," "Class & Workers," and some rural entries.)

Bian Yanjie, *Work and Inequality in Urban China* .................................................. HD8740.T542B5’94


Chan, Cecilia, *The Myth of Neighborhood Help...Guangzhou* .......................... ’93

Chen, Sheying, *Social Policy of the Economic State and Community Care* ........ Avebury’96

*China’s Social Security System*, Gao Shangquan, ed........................................ Avebury’96


Griffin, Keith+, *The Distribution of Income in China* ........................................ World Bank’93

Howes, Stephen, *Income Inequality in Urban China* ........................................... ’93

Krieg, Renate+, *Social Security in the PRC* .......................................................... Hamburg’94
VILLAGES, "UNITS," SMALL NETWORKS

Agelasto, Michael, *Educational Disengagement: Undermining Academic Quality at a Chinese University and University in Turmoil... Shenzhen U.* agelasto@hotmail.com


Bernstein, Thomas, *Up to the Mountains & Down to Villages...Youth* HN737.B47

Burns, John P., *Political Participation in Rural China* JS7357.A15B87'88

Chan, Anita, R. Madsen, & J. Unger, *Chen Village...in Mao’s China* HN733.5.C42'84

Chesnauex, Jean, *Secret Societies in China* HS294.C5213

Chin Ko-lin, *Chinese Subculture & Criminality... in US* 90

Crook, Isabel & David, *Ten Mile Inn: Peasant Movement* JS7365.T45C76

Danwei: The Changing Chinese Workplace, Lu Xiaobo, ed. Sharpe'97

Dev’t of China’s Nongovernmental, Privately Operated Economy, Gao SQ, ed. FLP'96

Endicott, Stephen, *Red Earth* HN733.5.E52

Farewell to Peasant China: Rural Urbanization, Gregory Guldin, ed. Sharpe'97

Fei Xiaotong, *From the Soil: Foundations of Chinese Society* HN733.5.F4513'92

Fei Xiaotong, *Small Towns in China* HT147.C48F44

Friedman, Edward, M. Selden, P. Pickowicz, *Chinese Village, Socialist State* HN733.5.F75'91

Golany, Gideon, *Chinese Earth-Sheltered Dwellings* NA7448.G6'92 A

Harrell, Stevan, *Ploughshare Village: Culture and Context in Taiwan* GN635.T28H37'82

Henderson, Gail, & M. Cohen, *The Chinese Hospital... Work Unit* RA990.C5H46'84

Huang Shu-ming, *Spiral Road: Dev’t & Change... a Peasant Leader* HN733.5.H84'89


Keating, Pauline, Two Revolutions: Village Reconstruction...N. Shaanxi 1934-’45 SUP’97


Kipnis, Andrew, *Producing Guanxi... in a North China Village* Duke

Knapp, Ronald, *China’s Vernacular Architecture (Zhejiang)* NA7448.K58'89 A

Li Hanlin, *Research on the Chinese Work Unit Society* Lang'96


Madsen, Richard, *China’s Catholics: Tragedy & Hope... Civil Society* UC'98

Mosher, Steven, *Broken Earth* HN733.5.M67'83

Nee, Victor, *Social Exchange and Political Process... Maoist* HN733.5.N44'91

Oi, Jean, *State & Peasant in Contemporary China: Village Gov’t* JS7352.034'89 F&W

The People of Taihang...Family Histories, Sidney L. Greenblatt, ed....................HN680.T27S576
Robertson, Frank, Triangle of Death...Triads ............................................................................ 77
Seybolt, Peter J, Throwing the Emperor from His Horse: Portrait of a Village Leader, 1923-95
..................................................................................................................................................... Westview'96
Shaw, Victor, Social Control in China: ...Work Units ............................................................... Praeger'96
Shue, Helen, The Reach of the State **......................................................................................... QJ1502.S48'88
Siu, Helen, Agents and Victims... Rural Revolution in South China *.......................................... HN740.Z9E465'89
Unity & Diversity: Local Cultures & Identities, Liu Tao and David Faure, eds............ CUHK'96
Walder, Andrew G., Communist Neo-Traditionalism...in Industry *.............................. HD8736.5.W34'86
Whyte, Martin, Small Groups and Political Rituals in China *............................................. HX380.5.P24W47
Wong, Christine, Financing Local Government in the PRC .......................................................... OUP'97
Yan Yunxiang, The Flow of Gifts: Reciprocity & Social Networks.......................... (forthcoming)
Yang, C.K., Chinese Communist Society: The Family and the Village * ....................... HN733.L55'89 G
Yang, Mayfair, Gifts, Favors, Banquets... Social Relationships & Exchange in China * ...........
Zouping in Transition...Reform in Rural N. China, Andrew Walder, ed ............................ HUP'98

PORTRAITS OF DAILY LIFE & AUTOBIOGRAPHIES (see other headings, e.g. CR, too)
Chan, Anita+, Chen Village...Mao & Deng (updated) **.................................................... HN733.5.C42
Chance, Norman A., China's Urban Villagers...a Beijing Commune .................................... DS795.2.C48'84
Chen, Jack, A Year in Upper Felicity...Village during the Cultural Revolut'n .............. 17241.194.241
Frolic, B. Michael, Mao's People: Portraits of Life in Revolutionary China ................... HN737.F76
He Liyi, Mr. China's Son: A Villager's Life ........................................................................ PL2861.E26Z473'93
Honig, Emily, and Gail Hershatter, Personal Voices (title?)........................................ HQ1767.H65'88
Jacka, Tamara, Women's Work in Rural China ............................................................... Cambridge'97
Karmel, Solomon, Portraits of a Long March into China .................................................. forthcoming
Liu Zongren, 6 Tanyin Alley (about Beijing families)............................................................ PR9450.9.L55'A2 F&G
Tyson, James & Ann, Chinese Awakenings: Life Stories.................................................. BjNWP'92
Zhu Xiao Di, Thirty Years in a Red House: Memoir of Childhood........................... Massachusetts'98

(A see also "Land Reforms" & the next and other headings.)

FAMILY
Ahern [Martin], Emily, Chinese Ritual and Politics .................................................................BL1802.A33 F&G
Ahern [Martin], Emily, The Cult of the Dead in a Chinese Village .............................................. 5043.115
Chinese Families in Post-Mao Era, Deborah Davis+, ed .......................................................... HQ684.A225'93
Croll, Elizabeth, The Politics of Marriage in Contemporary China ......................................... HQ684.A24
Death Ritual in Modern China, James L. Watson+, ed ............................................................... GT3283.D43'88
Freedman, Maurice, Lineage Organization in Southeastern China ......................................... HQ667.F87
Levy, Marion J., Jr., The Family Revolution in Modern China .................................................. HQ667.L57
Parish, William, Family Support Networks in the Chinese Countryside ................................. HKIAPS'96
Sidel, Ruth, Families of Fengsheng: Urban Life in China ......................................................... 17247.8545
Tsao Hsüeh-chin, tr. C.C. Wang, Dream of the Red Chamber **.............................. PL2727.S2A26 G
Wang Fei-Ling, Family to Market: Labor Allocation ............................................................... Rowman'98
Whyte, Martin K. & Parish, Wm., Urban Life in Contemp. China **........................... HT147.C48W59'84 A
Wolf, Margery, The House of Lim: Farm Family *** (v. readable; Taiwan) ..................... HQ668.95.W63

CLASS & WORKERS
(See also "Industry, Labor" and other headings below.)
36

**Adjusting to Capitalism: China's Workers**, Greg O'Leary, ed ........................................... Sharpe'98

Bian Yanjie, *Work & Inequality in Urban China* ................................................................. SUNY'96

Bramall, Chris, *In Praise of Maoist Economic Planning...Sichuan Since 1931.....HC428.S9B7'93

Croll, Elizabeth, *Class & Social Stratification, Post-Revolut'n*, James L. Watson, ed ...........HN740.Z9S623'84

Fitzgerald, John, *Awakening China: Politics...Class in Nationalist Revolution* .................. SUP'96

Geng Biao, *Reminiscence of Geng Biao* ................................................................. BJ'94

Gipouloux, François, *Les cent fleurs à l'usine* (on '57) * ................................................ HD6837.G5786

Hershatter, Gail, *Workers of Tianjin, 1900-1949* ............................................................ HD6200.Z6T544'86

Kraus, Richard, *Class Conflict in Chinese Socialism* .................................................... HN740.Z9S63 F&G

Lee Lai To, *The Structure of the Trade Union System, 1949-66* ....................................... HD6837.L44'84

Lee Lai To, *Trade Unions in China, 1949 to Now* ........................................................... HD6837.L45'86


Perry, Elizabeth+, *Putting Class in its Place: Worker Identities in E. Asia* ....................... Berkeley'96

Perry, Elizabeth, *Labor's Love Lost* (& see "Shanghai Books" above) ................................ HD5430.Z9S535'93


Yan Ruizhen, *Poverty and Development: China's Poor* .................................................... BjNWP'92

Zhou Xuegang, *Stratification Dynamics under Socialism...Urban* ................................... Cornell'95

(Surprisingly few books use class as a main idea; see sections on CCP & incomes too.)

**WOMEN & MEN**


Bai Fengxi, *The Women Trilogy* (plays) ............................................................................ Panda, '91

Bai Hua, *The Remote Country of Women* ........................................................................... Hawaii'94

Broyelle, Claudie, *Women's Liberation in China* ............................................................... HQ1738.B7613


Chen Xuezhao, *Surviving the Storm: Memoir (woman artist)'91..PL2840.H784Z7713


China Labour Ed'n & Info Centre, *Women Workers in China* .......................................... HK'95

Chou Bih-er, *Women in Taiwan Politics: Overcoming Barriers* ........................................ HQ1236.5.T28C483

Chow, Rey, *Women and Chinese Modernity* ...................................................................... '91

Croll, Elisabeth, *Changing Identities of Chinese Women* ................................................ Zed'95

Croll, Elizabeth, *Chinese Women Since Mao* .............................................................. HQ1768.C74'83

Croll, Elizabeth, *Feminism and Socialism in China* ......................................................... HQ1767.C76


Croll, Elizabeth, *Women & Rural Dev't...Produc'n & Reproduction* ................................ HQ1240.5.C6C76'85

Curtin, Katie, *Women in China* ......................................................................................... HQ1738.C87


Ding Ling, *I Myself Am a Woman*, ed. Tani Barlowe ....................................................... PL2747.P5A23'89


Engendering Hong Kong Society, Cheung, Fanny, ed ....................................................... CUHK'97

Evans, Harriet, *Women and Sexuality in China* ............................................................... Continuum'97

Festival of Flowers...Women Writers, Hong ZHU, ed ....................................................... Nanjing'95

Gender & Sexuality...Literature & Society, Tonglin Lu, ed ................................................. SUNY'95

Gender Politics in Modern China: Writing, Tani Barlow, ed .............................................. PL2442.G46493

Gender Research Program, Chinese U. of H.K. [Fanny Cheung] ........................................ fax 852-2-603-5215

Gilmartin, Christina+, *Engendering China: Women...State* ............................................ HQ1767.E5294
Gilmartin, Christina, Engendering the Chinese Revolution ............................................................ UC'95
Gronevold, Sue, Beautiful Merchandise...Prostitution...1936 .................................................... Haworth
Han Suyin, Birdless Summer (autobiographical/overseas) '68 ................................................... 3739.641.318
Hemmel, Vibeke & P. Sindbjerg, Women in Rural China: Policy circa the CR .............. HQ1767.H45
Hershatter, Gail, Dangerous Pleasures: Prostitution & Modernity in...Shanghai .......... UC'97
Hinsch, Brett, Passions of the Cut Sleeve: Homosexual Tradition ................................. HQ76.2.C5H56'90
Honig, Emily, Sisters & Strangers: Shanghai Mills, 1919-49 ............................................. PR888.F4D68'91
Hsiung Ping-Chun, Living Rooms as Factories: Class, Gender...in Taiwan .............. Temple'96
Jacka, Tamara, Women's Work in Rural China ................................................................. Cambridge'97
Jaschok, Maria+, eds, Women and Chinese Patriarchy .................................................. 94
Judd, Ellen, Gender & Power in Rural North China ....................................................... HQ1240.5.C684'94
Kingston, Maxine Hong, Woman Warrior ........................................................................ CT275.K5764A37'77
Kristeva, Julia, About Chinese Women '74 ........................................................................ HQ1738.K713
Lee Ching Kwan, Gender & the South China Miracle: Factory Women ..................... UC'98
Lee, Virginia, The House that Tai Ming Built ........................................................................
Li Yu-ning, Chinese Women Through Chinese Eyes ........................................................ Sharpe '92
Lin, Alice, Grandmother Had No Name ........................................................................... RC438.6.L56A38'88
Lucas, Christopher, Women of China ('65, very non-Communist) ............................... HQ1737.L9
Marriage & Inequality in China, Rubie Watson+, ed .................................................. HQ734.M387391
O'Hara, Albert, S.J. The Position of Women in Early China '55 ...................................... HQ1737.05 F&G
Pai Hsien-yang, Crystal Boys (gay novel) ................................................................. PL2892.A34N513 G
Peck, Stacy, Halls of Jade, Walls of Stone: Women in China Today .............................. CT3710.H34'85
Stacey, Judith, Patriarchy and Socialist Revolution in China* ...................................... HQ684.S78'3
State Statistical Bureau, Women & Men...Facts & Figures 1995 ............................... BJ'95
Stranahan, Patricia, Ya'nan Women and the Communist Party ..................................... HX546.S778'3
Sui, Bobby, Fifty Years of Struggle: Women's Movement in China (1900-1949) ..........
Tong, Irene L.K., (forthcoming work on the Women's Federation) ........................ HKU, Dept. of Politics
Verschuur-Basse, Denyse, Chinese Women Speak ........................................................ CT'906
Wales, Nym, Women in Modern China ......................................................................... '67
Wang Anyi, Brocade Valley (novel) .................................................................................. '92
Wei Zhangling, Status of Women: China (UNESCO, Bangkok, '89) ...................... HQ1767.W44
We, Karen T., Women in China: Selected & Annotated Bibliography .......................... Z7964.5C94'84
Women in China, Marilyn Young+, ed ........................................................................... HQ1738.Y68
Women in China, R.W.L. Guissos, ed .............................................................................. HQ1766.W65 F&G
Women In Hong Kong, Veronica Pearson, ed ................................................................. OUP'96
Women of China (Beijing, quarterly, popular & academic both) .................................. HQ1736.A433 G
Wong, Jade Snow, No Chinese Stranger (overseas in SF) '75 ....................................... 1722.984
Yan Chunde, Half the Sky ............................................................................................... HQ1767.H34
Yuen-Tsang, Angelina, Towards a Chinese Conception of Social Support: Working Mothers in
(Beijing) ......................................................................................................................... Ashgate'97

(For more on women in Hong Kong or Taiwan, see those headings.)

MINORITIES & TIBET

Barnett, Doak, China's Far West ................................................................. HC428.N6B3793
Benson, Linda, *China’s Last Nomads...Kazaks* ............................................. Sharpe’98
Black, Cyril E., et al., *The Modernization of Inner Asia* ................................ HC412.M58’91
*China’s Minority Nationalities* (PRC, ’89, 450pp), Yin Ma, ed ............................ DS730.C4413 G
Constable, Nicole+, *Guest People: Hakka in China & Abroad* ............................ UWash’96
*Cultural Encounters on China’s Ethnic Frontiers*, Stevan Harrell, ed ............................ Washington’95
Dessaint, Alain Y., *Minorities of SW China...Yi...Bibl’y ’80* .............................. DS730.D45 G
Dreyer, June, *China’s Forty Million* ............................................................... DS730.D73
*Ethnic Challenges Beyond Borders: Chinese and Russian...Central Asia*, Zhang Yongjin
..................................................................................................................... StMartin’98
Harrell, Stevan+, *Cultural Encounters on China’s Ethnic Frontiers* ................. Washington’95
Heberer, Thomas, *China and its National Minorities* ..................................... DS730.H4213’89
*The Kazakhs of China*, Linda Benson+, ed ................................................... ’88
Lee Chae-jin, *China’s Korean Minority...Ethnic Education* ........................... LC3501.K6L4’86
Liu Bing, *Minority Education in China: Case Studies* ...................................... Stockholm’96
McMillen, Donald H., *Chinese Communist Power and Policy in Xinjiang, 1949-1977* .......................................................... ’97
Moseley, George V.H. III, A Sino—Soviet Cultural Frontier: Ili-Kazakh *......... 17241.193.2445
Moseley, George V.H. III, *The Consolidation of the South China Frontier* ........ 17241.194.655
New World Press, *Xinjiang: The Land and the People* 256pp.’89 ..................... DS793.S62X52 G
*One Culture, Many Systems*, McMillen, Donald H.+, eds ................................... ’93
*The Party and the National Question in China*, George V.H. Moseley III, ed ........ 1725.869.65
Ram, Rahul, *Politics in Central Asia* ............................................................... TIBET BOOKS (cf. also others above, and numerous PRC publications)
Rywikin, Michael, *Moscow’s Muslim Challenge* (not China) ............................ DK859.R98
Schwarz, Henry G., *The Minorities of N. China: Survey* (WA’84) ................. DS730.S38’84
Seth, Vikram, *From Heaven Lake* (interpreting Western regions) ................... DS730.S62S38
Seymour, James D., *China: Politics of Revolutionary Reintegration* ............. JQ1504.S497’6
Shen Che+, *Life Among Minority Nationalities of NW Yunnan ’89* ................. DS793.Y8S53 G
Zhang Weiwen+, *In Search of China’s Minorities* ............................................ ’91
TIBET BOOKS (cf. also others above, and numerous PRC publications)
Asia Watch, "Merciless Repression": Human Rights, Tibet ............................... JC599.C62T56’90
Avedon, John F., *In Exile from the Land of Snows* ......................................... DS786.A94’84
Avedon, John F., *Tibet Today* ........................................................................... ’87
Barnett, Robert, *Resistance & Reform in Tibet* .............................................. Indiana’94
Bishop, Peter, *The Myth of Shangri-la: Tibet...Sacred Landscape* ................. DS786.B53’89
*Buddhism in Contemporary Tibet*, Goldstein, Melvin .................................... UC’98
*China’s Tibet* (Beijing, as title implies; quarterly from ’91) ............................. DS785.A1C446 G
Corner, Victoria, *Leaders in Tibet: A Directory* ............................................... TibetInfo’97
Dalai Lama, His Holiness the 14th, *Freedom in Exile: Autobiography** ........... BQ7935.B777A3’90b
Dalai Lama, His Holiness the 14th, *My Tibet* (w/ photographs) ..................... BQ7935.B774M9’90q
Dalai Lama, His Holiness the 14th, *My Land and My People* .......................... 1727.676
Dung-dkar Blo-bzang phrim-las, *The Merging of Religious and Secular Rule* (FLP) .......................................................... ’91
Feigon, Lee, *Demystifying Tibet* ..................................................................... Ivan Dee’96
Gold, Peter, *Tibetan Pilgrimage* .......................................................... ’88
Goldstein, Melvin, *The Struggle for Modern Tibet: Autobiography of Tashi Tsering* .... Sharpe’97
Goldstein, Melvyn C. & C. Beall, *Nomads of Western Tibet* ...................... GN635.C5G65’90
Goldstein, Melvyn, *The Snow Lion & Dragon: China, Tibet, & the Dalai Lama* .... UC’97
Goldstein, Melvyn, *Tibet, China and the U.S.* ....................................... AtlanticCoun’95
Goldstein-Kyaga, Katrin, *The Tibetans...Survival or Submission* .................. Stockholm, ’93
Harrer, Heinrich, *Return to Tibet* .......................................................... DS786.H331’85
International Commission of Jurists, *Tibet* .............................................. Geneva’97
Kelly, Petra+, *The Anguish of Tibet* ....................................................... ’91
Mullin, Chris & Phuntsog Wangyal, *The Tibetans...Tibetan-Chinese Relations* .... ’83
Neterowicz, Ewa, *The Tragedy of Tibet* .................................................. ’89
Patt, David, *A Strange Liberation* ............................................................ Ithaca: Snow Lion, ’92
Saunders, Harold H., *Tibet: Issues for Americans* ..................................... ’92
Schwartz, Ronald, *Circle of Protest: Political Ritual...Tibetan Uprising* ........ Columbia’94
Tibet Information Network, *Cutting Off the Serpent’s Head* ’94-95 ................ ’96
*Tibet Press Watch* (good international digest, 202-628-4123) ......................... ’97
van Walt van Praag, M., *The Status of Tibet* ........................................... JX4084.T45W35’87
Wang Jiawei, *The Historical Status of China’s Tibet* ................................... BjChInterc’97

**RELIGION**

(Go to the Princeton Theological Seminary Library, which University members can freely use.)

*Amity News Service* .......................................................... (HKfax 852-366-2769)

*The Bridge* (also Protestant, Hong Kong; replaced by above?) ....................... E184.C5B7
Bush, Richard C., *Religion in Communist China* ...................................... 5552.229
Chan, Kim-kwong, *Towards a Contextual Ecclesiology, Catholic Church* (1979-83) ’87
Chao, Jonathan, interviewer, *Wise as Serpents, Harmless as Doves...Christians* .................. ’88
*China and Christianity: Historical and Future Encounters*, James D. Whitehead, ed. .................. ’88
*China Talk* (United Methodist) .............................................. Hong Kong fax 852-761-1273
*Chinese Religion*, Laurence Thompson, comp., Gary Seaman, ed. .................. AAS
Ching, Julia, *Chinese Religions *** ................................................ BL1802.C45B93
Ching, Julia, *Probing China’s Soul: Religion, Politics, and [Tiananmen]* ........ BV741.C59’0
*Christianity in China: ...Dialogue, Beatrice Leung+, ed .......................... ’94
Crouch, Archie+, *Christianity in China...Archives of US* ....................... Z7757.C6C468’9 F&G
Hunter, Alan+, *Protestantism in Contemporary China* ............................ BR1288.H86’93
Ladany, Fr. Ladislawo, *The Catholic Church in China* ’87 ........................ 17241.193.2385
Lambert, Tony, *The Resurrection of the Chinese Church* ........................... ’91
Leung, Sr. B., *Sino—Vatican Relations: Authority...1976-86* ..................... CUP
Luo Zhufeng+, *Religion under Socialism in China* .................................. Sharpe’91
Macinnis, Donald E., *Religious Policy and Practice in Communist China* .... 5552.605
Madsen, Richard, *China’s Catholics: Tragedy & Hope...Civil Society* .......... UC’98
Myers, James T., *Enemies without Guns: Catholic Church* ........................... ’91
Orr, Robert C., *Religion in China* .................................................. BL1802.077
Paper, Jordan, *The Spirits are Drunk...Chinese Religion* ............................ ’95
MEDICINE & AGING

(See also "Cities, Welfare, Income," "Psychology," and perhaps other sections.)

A Barefoot Doctor’s Manual (translation) ............................................ RC82.C46313 B
ABT Associates, Financing, Provision, & Use of Reproductive Health Services .............. FordF'97
Chen, C.C., Medicine in Rural China: A Personal Account ........................ RA527.C49'89
Chinese Societies & Mental Health, Tsung-yi Lin+, ed...................................... OUP'95
Farquhar, Judith, Knowing Practice: Clinical Encounter ................................ R601.F34'94
Henderson, Gail & M. Cohen, The Chinese Hospital: Work Unit ** ..................... RA990.C5H46'84
Horn, Joshua S. Away With All Pests: English Surgeon in China ................. 17241.194.476 S B R601
IDRC, The Delivery of Health Services in the People’s Republic of China ............
Jamison, D.T., China: The Health Sector (World Bank) ................................ RA527.C536'84
Kallgren, Joyce, Strategies for Support of Rural Elderly ............................. 92
Kao, Frederick and John Kao, Chinese Medicine — New Medicine .................. R601.C4828
Medicine and Public Health in the PRC, Joseph R. Quinn, ed ........................ R601.M4
Medicine in Chinese Cultures, Arthur Kleinman, ed ................................ R602.M4
Mental Health Planning for One Billion, Tsung-yi Lin+, ed ....................... RA790.7.C6M46'85 PSY
Minden, Karen, Bamboo Stone...Chinese Medical Elite .................................... Toronto'94
Modern China and Traditional Chinese Medicine, Guenter Risse, ed ................ R601.M55
Modern Chinese Medicine (multivolume, MIT) ........................................ RA527.C537'84
Pearson, Veronica, Mental Health Care in China ........................................ 95
Porter, Edgar, The People’s Doctor: George Hatem ....................................... Hawaii'97
Public Health in the PRC, Myron E. Wegman+, ed .................................. RA527.P8
Quinn, Joseph R., Chinese Medicine As We Saw It ..................................... RA395.C53R67'87
Rosenthal, Marilyn, Health Care in the PRC ........................................ R601.C4828
Sher, Ada Elizabeth, Aging in Post-Mao China ...................................... HQ1064.C6552'84
Sivin, Nathan, Traditional Medicine in Contemporary China ..................... R601.H92513 G
Unschuld, Paul, Medicine in China: History of Pharmaceutics ..................... RS67.C6U5713'86
World Bank, China: Long-Term Issues...Health Transition ...................... 92
World Bank, China: The Health Sector .................................................... RA527.C536'84
World Bank, Financing Health Care .................................................... 2020 Series'97
POPULATION & MIGRATION

Aird, John S., Slaughter of the Innocents: Coercive Birth Control in China...........HV713.B376
Bannister, Judith, China’s Changing Population.......................................................HB3654.A3B36’87
A Census of One Billion, Chengrui Li, ed..........................HA4635.C4690 SPR
Che-Alford, Janet, Population Profile of China.......................................................HA4635.C4690 SPR
Chen Junshi+, Diet, Life-Style & Mortality: China Counties...............................RA407.5.C6D54’89
China: The Many Factors of Demographic Change, Alice Goldstein, ed...........Westview’96
Coale, Ansley, Rapid Population Change in China, 1952-82*.........................HB3654.A3C62
Croll, Elizabeth+, China’s One-Child Family Policy............................................HQ766.5.C6C45’85
Demography (a journal; various China articles).................................................
Dikötter, Frank, Imperfect Conceptions...Birth Defects & Eugenics.................UC’98
Floating Populations & Migrations in China, Thomas Scharping, ed...............Hamburg’97
Goldstein, Sidney+ Permanent & Temp’y Migrat’n Differentials......................HB2114.A3G64’81
Hu Angang+, China’s Population Development..................................................Bj S&T Press, '91
Hussain, Athar & N. Stern, On the Recent Increase in Death Rates in China...........
Kane, Penny, The Second Billion: Population & Planning in China ’87............HQ766.5.C6K36
Kaufman, Joan, A Billion and Counting: Family Planning..............................HQ766.5.C6K38’83
Li Chengrui, A Study of China’s Population.........................................................FLP ’92
Migration & Urbanization in China, Lincoln Day+, ed.....................................’94
Migration in China’s Guangdong...1993...Shenzhen & Foshan, T. Scharping, ed...........Hamburg’97
Milwertz, Cecilia, Accepting Population Control: Urban China.........................Cursor’97
Mosher, Steven, A Mother’s Ordeal .................................................................CT1828.Y314.M67’93
New China’s Population......................................................................................’97 anthlogy from PRC HB3637.075
Orleans, Leo A., Chinese Approaches to Family Planning.................................HQ766.5.C6453 SPR
Orleans, Leo A., Every Fifth Child: Population of China (old)............................HB3637.075
Pasternak, Burton, Marriage & Fertility in Tianjin, 50 Years.............................HQ684.P38’86
Peng Xizhe, Demographic Transition in China...Since the 1950s....................HB1064.A3P64’91 F&SPR
Population and Development Review (1981 articles by A. Coale and Sam Preston; & other years)..............................HB848.P62
Population Theory in China, H. Yuan Tien, ed..............................................HB850.5.C6P66
The Population of Modern China, Dudley Poston, ed.......................................HB3654.A3P67’92 SPR
Qian Wenbao, Rural-Urban Migration...Impact on Economic Development........Avebury’96
Qu Geping+, Population and Environment in China............................................’94
Skeldon, Ronald, Population Mobility in Dev’ping Countries (& future books)....HB2160.S5SPR
Smith, Paul J., Human Smuggling: Chinese Migrant Trafficking.......................Wash CSIS’97
Solinger, Dorothy, (book and articles on urban migrants in China) *....................forthcoming
Tien, H. Yuan, China’s Strategic Demographic Initiative...............................HB3654.A3T49 F&SPR
Tuan Chi-hsien, Wuxi City and Wuxi County...Pilot Census..............................HA4638.W84.T833’87 G
U.S. Bureau of Census, Population & Manpower of China: Annotated Bibliography....’58
Zhang Xianliang, Getting Used to Dying (NY: ‘90)..............................................PL2837.H7627813’91 G
**LAND REFORMS & PEASANTS**

Bernstein, Thomas, *In Quest of Voice: National and Local Interest Articulation by China’s Farmers* .......................................................... ‘96?

Chen Yuan-tsung, *The Dragon’s Village **.............................................. PS3553.H3493 D781

Endicott, Stephen, *Red Earth: Revol’n in a Sichuan Village ’88* .............. HN733.5.E62

Hayford, Charles, *To the People: James Yen... (pre-’49)* ...................... HN740.Z9C6378’90

Hinton, William, *Fanshen* * ............................................................... HD866.H5


Potter, Sulamith & Jack, *China’s Peasants: Anthropology of Revolut’n* .... HN733.5.P68’89

Sheel, Kamal, *Peasant Society & Marxist Intellectuals ’20-30s* .............. HX420.K5S47’89


Shue, Vivienne, *The Reach of the State* * .................................................. JQ1502.S48’88


Wong, John, *Land Reform in the People’s Republic of China* .............. HD866.W65

Zhou, Kate Xiao, *How the Farmers Changed China** ......................... Westview’96


(See next item for new "reforms," and also "Villages, Units, Small Groups" & "CCP, 1921-49.")

**AGRICULTURE, RURAL ECONOMY, FOOD, ECOLOGY**
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McCUTCheon, James M., China & America: A Bibliography of Interactions, Domestic and Foreign (1972)..............................1096.252.006
Nickum, James, A Research Guide to Jingji Yanjiu (Economic Studies)'72........HC426.C5612
Nunn, G. Raymond, Chinese Periodicals Inter'l Holdings '49-60..........................Oksenberg, Michel C. & Gail Henderson, Research Guide to People's Daily Editorials, 1949-75
..................................................................................AI21,J45 G
Oksenberg, Michel C., et al., A Bibliography of Secondary English Lang. Literature on Chinese Politics ..................................................'70
Pacific Affairs, Pacific Affairs: A Fifty-Year Index........................................1700.692
Parker, Franklin+, Education in the PRC: Annotated Bib'y (2 vol.) ....................Garland'86&'96
Policy Bibliography on Sino-American Relations '82, Lynn T. White, ed........X POL 329 Res.
Rydings, H.A., A Hong Kong Union Catalogue (books on HK in HK libraries, '76)..........................S. Methodist Univ. School of Law, Doing Business with the PRC..........................HC427.9.S94
Schoenhals, Michael, Index (Hanyu...) to Biographies of Communists ..................Stockholm'95
Scott, Ian, comp., Hong Kong (Clio Bibliography 115)..............................Z3107.H75S8'90
Shulman, Frank J., et al., Doctoral Dissertations on China (editions for 1945-70 [1972] & 1970-75 [1978], and surely later; should be in Library)..........................SinoDat Japan fax 81-45-622-2029 Index to Beijing Review -'91
WEB SITES ON ASIA

(These mostly begin with http://www. The list is very incomplete. With ¢ if in Chinese.)

ASEANWEB ..............................................kelsey.abcompass.com/abc/abs/detail/1057.html
Asia Foundation.................................................asiafoundation.com
Asia Program, Woodrow Wilson Center ..............wwics.si.edu/programs/region/asia/asia.htm
Asia Society .................................................asiasociety.org
Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC). .................apsec.org.sg
Asia-Pacific Policy Program, Harvard .....................ap.harvard.edu/ap
Asian Newspapers .............................................www.darmstadt.gmd.de/INES/AS
Asian Studies On-line Journals .........................www.uni-koeln.de/phil-fak/indologie/AsianE-Journals
Asian Studies Program (Rice University) .................www.ruf.rice.edu/~asia/
Asian Studies Websites ........................................www.isop.ucla.edu/eas/asi-web
Asian Studies, American Enterprise Institute ..............aei.org/asian.htm
Asian Studies, Heritage Foundation ......................heritage.org/heritage/library/pdf_library/asc
Asian-American Center ..................................qc.edu/Asian_America_Center
Australia-NZ Studies Center ................................psu.edu/dept/anzsc
Beijing Scene .................................................beijingscene.com
Bibliography of Asian Studies .............................bas.umdl.umich.edu/b/bas
Cambridge Biographical Dictionary .........................biography.com/biography/find/find
China & China-related radio & TV sites ..................aweto.com/china/chinatv
China (CIA Factbook) ......................................odci.gov/cia/publications/nsolo/factbook/ch
THE BOOK YOU NEED MAY NOT BE IN THE PART OF THE BIBLIOGRAPHY WHERE YOU HAVE LOOKED.
PLEASE CHECK OTHER SECTIONS TOO.